Buck Hollow / Mary's Rock - SNP, Virginia

Length

Difficulty

Streams

Views

Solitude

Camping

9.0 mls
Hiking Time:
Elev. Gain:

5.0 hours with a half hour for lunch
2,600 ft

The Buck Hollow/Mary's Rock loop in the SNP can be broken into two hikes; or done as one
large loop. The Buck Hollow/Buck Ridge main portion of the hike offers much more solitude
than the section from Skyline Drive up to Mary's Rock. However, both offer great scenery.
From the parking area on US211 head up the Buck Hollow Trail crossing Buck Hollow stream
and in 0.2 miles come to the intersection of the Buck Ridge Trail. Stay right remaining on the
blue blazed Buck Hollow Trail.
The Buck Hollow Trail climbs the valley crossing the stream several times before becoming
steeper and arriving at Skyline Drive and the Hazel Mountain parking area. At this point you
can either continue up to Mary's Rock or shorten the hike by 3.0 miles and turn left on the
yellow blazed Hazel Mountain Trail.
To continue up to Mary's Rock cross Skyline Drive, walk 50 yards left uphill and turn right onto
the Meadow Spring Trail. Head uphill on the Meadow Spring Trail for 0.6 miles passing ruins of
an old homestead about halfway before meeting the intersection of the white blazed
Appalachian Trail and ridge line.
Turn right on the AT following it for 0.8 miles before arriving at the junction of the Mary's Rock
Lookout Trail. Turn left uphill on the Mary's Rock Lookout Trail for 0.1 miles and come to the
Mary's Rock vista.
To return, retrace your steps back along the AT and down the Meadow Spring Trail to the Hazel
Mountain parking area on Skyline Drive. To continue stay right through the closed gate onto
the yellow blazed Hazel Mountain Trail and in 0.5 miles come to the intersection of the Buck
Ridge Trail.
Go straight on the blue blazed Buck Ridge Trail as it continues downward on Buck Ridge. The
last 0.5 miles of the Buck Ridge Trail is very steep on loose rock so watch your footing. Arrive
back at the intersection of the Buck Hollow Trail you ascended earlier 2.5 miles from where you
left the Hazel Mountain Trail.
Turn right on the Buck Ridge Trail and arrive back at US211 and the parking area in 0.2 miles.

